Webster School Project Is On Schedule, Builders Say

Ready progress is noted at the school project at Webster and construction officials indicated that the building is moving along on schedule.

The north wing of the U-shaped building is beginning to take shape, with most of the floor poured in concrete and walls rising steadily. A multiple-purpose room, attached at the east end of the north wing, is virtually complete, as far as major construction is concerned, with roofing expected to be put in place this week.

The south wing is ready for roofing also and both roofing projects will be completed together.

The Cupp Construction Company has about a dozen men on the job. A foreman for the firm said it is planned to continue with a medium-sized crew, rather than add a large number of workers and use them only part-time.

All the floor of the north wing has been laid except in one section where a kitchen and toilets will be located. A plumbing firm, holding a sub-contract, is at work in this location.

As soon as possible near the end of school, the covered corridor between the old Webster building and annex will be torn out so that work can be completed in this area.

School officials plan to vacate the annex a little early in order to speed up this part of the project. A section of the new building at this spot will tie together the sides of the U-shaped structure.

0 Autos Are Expected Here Safety Check

Approximately 800 cars were counted during the automobile safety check conducted by the Worororo Chamber of Commerce last week.

An average of 200 cars were counted each of the four days the safety check was in operation on Main Street. The lane was closed Friday because of the traffic that accumulated during the week.

Those who participated will be notified about the time the new drive will open.